A metric space X is called h-homogeneous if Ind X = 0 and each nonempty open-closed subset of X is homeomorphic to X. We describe how to assign an h-homogeneous space of first category and of weight k to any strongly zero-dimensional metric space of weight k. We investigate the properties of such spaces. We show that if Q is the space of rational numbers and Y is a strongly zero-dimensional metric space, then Q × Y ω is an h-homogeneous space and
exists a perfect set P ⊂ B(k) with P ∩ U ≈ X . A set E ∈ M α of first category is called a canonical element of class α if it is everywhere universal for M α . L. Keldysh proved [4] that any two canonical elements of class α are homeomorphic. Using the last theorem, Ostrovsky (see [11, 12] ) established that each canonical element of class α is homeomorphic to Q × M α−1 (3 α < ω) or Q × M α (ω α < ω 1 ). Note that the Ostrovsky sets M α are slightly differed from our sets M α (ω) (see below). Of course, the sets M α and M α (ω) are similar to the Sikorski sets [13] . Now, we generalize the definition of a canonical element. Let U be a family of subsets of the Baire space B(k). A set U ∈ U is called universal for U if for each X ∈ U there exists a perfect set P ⊂ B(k) with P ∩ U ≈ X . A set E ∈ U of first category is called a canonical element for U if it is everywhere universal for U .
Let us analyze the last definition. Firstly, according to Theorem 1, it appears that E is an h-homogeneous space of first category. From Theorem 4 it follows that if we take another canonical element E 1 for U , then E ≈ E 1 . So, the uniqueness of a canonical element does not depend on the structure of members of U . Secondly, the existence of a canonical element for U is included in the definition. However, the family {point, point ⊕ point} is an example of a family without a canonical element. Thirdly, Theorem 12 shows that we always can find a necessary perfect set P . This allows us to consider Theorem 12 as a general theorem for canonical elements. Roughly, it states that if a subset E ⊆ B(k) of first category is a canonical element for U , then U ⊆ {T ⊆ B(k): T is homeomorphic to a closed subset of E} and E ∈ U . L. Keldysh aspired to represent any separable Borel set as a countable union of (the simplest) canonical elements (including the one-point set and B(ω) into the list of canonical elements). Therefore, she did not consider sets strictly of additive class α as canonical elements. However, our aim is another. So, we deal with canonical elements of multiplicative class α and of additive class α. Take an ordinal α and a cardinal k with 3 α < k + . We show that for any cardinal τ such that α < τ + and τ k there exists a unique (up to homeomorphism) canonical element of multiplicative (of additive) class α and of type (k, τ ) (see Section 5) . Of course, these elements are not homeomorphic if τ 1 = τ 2 . To give concrete expression to a canonical element of multiplicative class α we study the product X × Y ω with an h-homogeneous space X of first category. Using Theorem 5, we observe that any canonical element of multiplicative class α and of type (k, τ ) is homeomorphic
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1 we establish notation and give some lemmas concerning the family σ LF( X) for a space X . In Section 2 we recall some properties of h-homogeneous spaces of first category and investigate the product X × Y ω with an h-homogeneous space X of first category. In Section 3 we study the properties of h-homogeneous extensions of spaces. Section 4 is devoted to general canonical elements. In Section 5 we give a brief introduction in the theory of extended Borel sets and describe canonical elements for the family of extended Borel sets.
Notation and some lemmas
For all undefined terms and notation see [2] . X ≈ Y means that X and Y are homeomorphic spaces. Let P be a topological property. Then a space X is nowhere P if no nonempty open subset of X has property P. A space X is everywhere P if each nonempty open subset of X has property P.
We identify cardinals with initial ordinals; in particular, ω = ℵ 0 = {0, 1, 2, . . .} and N = {1, 2, . . .}. For every infinite cardinal k let B(k) = k ω be the Baire space of weight k (see [2] ). For a point
A space X is called of first category (or meager) if X = {X i : i ∈ ω}, where each X i is a nowhere dense set. We can assume without loss of generality that each X i is a nowhere dense closed subset of X . A clopen set is a set which is both closed and open. A strongly zero-dimensional space X is called h-homogeneous (or strongly homogeneous [9] ) if every nonempty clopen subset of X is homeomorphic to X . Each h-homogeneous space is homogeneous, but the converse is false. For example, if we delete a point from the Cantor set C, we obtain a homogeneous, not h-homogeneous space. For a space X let u( X) = {Y : IndY = 0 and every nonempty clopen subset V ⊂ Y contains a closed copy of X}. A space Y is called u-homogeneous with respect to the space X if Y ∈ u( X). A space X is said to be u-homogeneous if X ∈ u( X). It is clear that each h-homogeneous space is a u-homogeneous space. For a cardinal k put E k = {X: Ind X = 0 and every nonempty open subset of X has weight k}. Evidently, if X is a u-homogeneous space, then
For a family U of subsets of X let U = {U : U ∈ U } and mesh U = sup{diam(U ):
For a space X define a family LF( X) = {Y : each point y ∈ Y lies in some clopen neighborhood that is homeomorphic to
From the locally finite sum theorem and the Katetov-Morita theorem (see [2] ) we obtain the following lemma. : n ∈ ω, i ∈ ω} ∈ σ LF( X). 2
Some properties of h-homogeneous spaces
In the next sections we shall use the following statements.
Theorem 1. Every u-homogeneous space of first category is h-homogeneous.
In [6] we proposed to consider the space For each i ∈ ω we construct inductively families
is contained in some U * ∈ U i and each V ∈ V i+1 is contained in some V * ∈ V i ; (6) for each U ∈ U i the set U = U \ U i+1 is nonempty and clopen in X and for each V ∈ V i the set V = V \ V i+1 is nonempty and clopen in Y ;
Define U 0 and V 0 as in (1) . Let Γ 0 = {0}. Now suppose U j , V j , and Γ j have been defined for j i.
By construction, we can take a set Γ i+1 of indexes such that (7) is satisfied. Clearly, mesh U i+1 3ε = (i + 1) −1 and mesh V i+1 (i + 1) −1 . This completes the induction.
By construction, we have
For each i ∈ ω and γ ∈ Γ i choose a nowhere dense closed subset
Let V be a neighbourhood of the point y = h(x) ∈ G. By (3) and (4) there exist i ∈ ω and γ ∈ Γ i such that y ∈ V i (γ ) ⊆ V .
Using (7), we obtain that the set 
Then X is homeomorphic to Y .
Proof. Since X is of first category, we have X = {X i : i ∈ ω}, where each X i is a nowhere dense closed subset of X . From 
Remark 1. Note that Lemma 4 is true (see [7] ) for any metric space X (if we will use canonical closed subsets of X instead of clopen subsets). In this paper we deal with strongly zero-dimensional metric spaces; therefore, our proof is modified for this case.
Theorem 1 was established by Ostrovsky [12] . Theorem 3 was proved in [8] . Under the additional condition "Y is of first category" Theorem 3 was obtained in [7] . Theorem 4 was proved in [7] . In [5] we obtained that if X and Y are both h-homogeneous spaces of first category such that each space contains a nowhere dense closed copy of another space, then X ≈ Y . This theorem was the first variant of Theorem 4. Ostrovsky [12] showed that if X and Y are spaces of first category such that X ∈ u(Y ) and Y ∈ u( X), then X ≈ Y . Theorem 5 is new. 
Theorem 5. Let X be an h-homogeneous space of first category. Then for any strongly zero-dimensional space Y the product Z
= X × Y ω is an h-homogeneous space of first category. Furthermore, if X × X ≈ X, then F × Z ≈ Z for any F σ -subset F of Z .×Π{V i : i n}×Π {Y i : i > n}. Fix a point q ∈ Π{V i : i n}. Then W ×{q}×Π{Y i : i > n} is homeomorphic to Z . Hence Z is u-homogeneous. From Theorem 1 it follows that Z is an h-homogeneous space. Now assume that X × X ≈ X . Take an F σ -subset F of Z . It follows from Theorem 3 that F is homeomorphic to a closed subset H of Z . Clearly, H × Z is of first category. Using Z ≈ (X × Y ω ) × (X × Y ω ), we see that Z contains a closed copy of H × Z . Each clopen subset U of H × Z contains a canonical subset U 1 × U 2 , where U 1 is a clopen subset of H and U 2 is a clopen subset of Z . Since Z is an h-homogeneous space, we have U 2 ≈ Z . Then U contains a closed copy of H × Z . Hence, H × Z is u-homogeneous. Theorem 1 implies that H × Z is an h-homogeneous space. Hence, by Theorem 4, H × Z ≈ Z . So, F × Z ≈ Z . 2 Corollary 1. Let Ind Y = 0. Then Q × Y ω is an h-homogeneous space of first category. Corollary 2. Let Ind Y = 0 and F be an F σ -subset of Q × Y ω . Then Q × Y ω ≈ F × Q × Y ω .
Proof. Suppose w( X)
then the set D = {D i : i ∈ ω} is dense in the Baire space B(k) and D i ∩ D j = ∅ whenever i = j. For any i ∈ ω take the subset
Then Z i ∩ Z j = ∅ whenever i = j, and the set Z = {Z i : i ∈ ω} ∈ u( X). For every i ∈ ω and for every point d ∈ D i the set
Each set Z i is closed in Z ; therefore, Z ∈ σ LF( X). Since every D i is a nowhere dense subset of D, we see that every Z i is nowhere dense in Z ; this implies that Z is a set of first category. The set D is dense in B(k) and the union {X i : i ∈ ω} is dense in B(τ ), hence the set Z is dense in the product
Suppose we are given a canonical clopen set
and α i−1 = 0. Define a one-to-one mapping g tα :
The translation mapping g tα is continuous and open; hence, g tα is a homeomorphism and U tα ≈ Z .
For any clopen subset V ⊂ Z there exist some i ∈ N, t ∈ τ i , and α ∈ k i such that α i−1 = 0 and U tα ⊂ V ; therefore, V , k) ). It remains to apply Theorem 4. 2
Remark 5. Theorem 10 shows when spaces have homeomorphic h-homogeneous extensions.
Proof. Let X and Y be subsets of the Baire space B(τ ), where τ = max{w( X), w(Y )}. As above, for t ∈ τ
Each Z i is a nowhere dense closed subset of Z ; this implies that Z is a set of first category and
As above, the setX = {X i : i ∈ N} is homeomorphic to h( X, k) and the setŶ = {Ŷ i : i ∈ N} is homeomorphic to h(Y , k). The product of two h-homogeneous spaces is h-homogeneous (see [7, Lemma 2.3] ); hence, the spaceX ×Ŷ is h-homogeneous.
Since the setX ×Ŷ contains a closed copy of X × Y , we see that each Z i ∈ LF(X ×Ŷ ); hence, Z ∈ σ LF(X ×Ŷ ). Similarly, X ×Ŷ ∈ σ LF(Z ). The spaces Z andX ×Ŷ are sets of first category and w(Z ) = w(X ×Ŷ ). Now by Theorem 4 the spaces Z andX ×Ŷ are homeomorphic. 2
Proof. Let k 1 k 2 . From Corollary 6 and Theorem 11 it follows that
Canonical elements
Recall the definition of a canonical element. Let U be a family of subsets of the Baire space B(k). A set U ∈ U is called universal for U if for each X ∈ U there exists a perfect set P ⊂ B(k) such that P ∩ U ≈ X . A set E ⊂ B(k) of first category is called a canonical element for U if it is everywhere universal for U .
Lemma 5. For every subset A ⊂ B(k) of first category there exists a closed subset H ⊂ B(k) such that H ∩ A = ∅ and H ≈ B(k).
Proof. Let A = {A i : i ∈ ω}, where each A i is nowhere dense in B(k). Then the closure A i is nowhere dense in B(k).
For each i ∈ ω we define inductively a family 
Clearly, the conditions (1)- (3) are satisfied. This completes the induction.
The set H = { V i : i ∈ ω} is closed in B(k). For each ξ ∈ k ω , by the Cantor theorem (see [2] ), the intersection {V i (ξ i): i ∈ ω} is a nonempty one-point set. By construction, H ≈ B(k). It follows from (3) that H ∩ ( {A i : i ∈ ω}) = ∅.
Thus, H ∩ A = ∅. 2
Theorem 12. Let E be an h-homogeneous subset of first category of B(k), w(E) = k, and U be a family of subsets of B(k). Then E is a canonical element for U if and only if U ⊆ {T ⊆ B(k): T ∈ σ LF(E)} and E ∈ U .
Proof. Let E be a canonical element for U . By definition, E ∈ U and for any X ∈ U there exists a perfect set P ⊂ B(k) such
Conversely, since E ∈ U , we have E ∈ u(E). Theorem 1 implies that E is h-homogeneous. Take a clopen (in E) subset
V ⊆ E and any T ∈ U . Then T ∈ σ LF(E). By Theorem 3 E contains a nowhere dense closed copy of T . Since E is h- 
and E ⊂ B(k). Then E is a canonical element for the family U = {T ⊆ B(k): T ∈ σ LF(Y ω )} if and only if E
Proof. According to Theorem 5,
Suppose E is a canonical element for the family U . By definition, E is of first category and E ∈ u(E). Theorem 1 implies that E is h-homogeneous. The set E contains a closed copy of X . Then w(E) = k. Since E ∈ σ LF( X), Theorem 4 implies that Theorem 12 implies that E is a canonical element for the family
Applications to extended Borel sets
Below we obtain a scheme of an employment Theorems 6 and 12 respect to the family of extended Borel sets. The following theorem was proved in [7] . Theorem 14. Let X be an absolute F σ -set, X ∈ E k , and X be nowhere σ -discrete and nowhere compact. Then the space X is homeomorphic to the product Q (k) × C, where C is the Cantor set.
Proof. By virtue of the Stone theorem [15]
X is a σ -locally compact space, so X ∈ σ LF(C). Since X is a nowhere compact space, we see that X is a set of first category. Under the conditions of the theorem, X is a nowhere σ -discrete space; hence by the El'kin theorem [1] we have X ∈ u(C ). From Theorem 6 it follows that X ≈ Q (k) × C. 
We say (see [16] ) that a space X is σ -locally of weight < τ (in symbols, X ∈ σ LW(<τ )) if X = {X i : i ∈ ω}, where each X i (in its relative topology) is locally of weight < τ . In particular, a space X ∈ σ LW(<ω + ) if it is a countable union of locally separable sets. Stone [16] proved that the Baire space B(τ ) is nowhere σ LW(<τ ). 
Let us show that the family
Since α 3, we see [3] that Y ω is absolutely of multiplicative class α. Hence, each T i is locally of multiplicative class α in B(k). This implies that each T i is of multiplicative class α (see [3, Theorem 2.2] ). Now, 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 15 that X is homeomorphic to a closed subset
Remark 6. In reality, in the proof of Theorem 15 we establish that if ω τ k and 2 α < τ
is not absolutely of multiplicative class α = 2; therefore, in Theorem 15 we deal with α 3.
In the separable case, i.e., k = ω, Lemma 6 and Theorem 16 were obtained by Ostrovsky [12] .
, and X is nowhere of additive class α.
Then X is homeomorphic to the space Q (k) × M α (ω).
Proof. Since X is a σ -locally separable space, we have X = {X i : i ∈ ω}, where each X i is a locally separable closed subset of X . Then each X i is of multiplicative class α.
Take a nonempty clopen subset U ⊂ X . Since X is nowhere of additive class α, there exists j such that U ∩ X j is not of additive class α. It follows from local separability of X j that there exists a separable clopen (in U ∩ X j ) subset V of U ∩ X j such that V is of multiplicative class α but not of additive class α. Now, by the Harrington theorem (see [14, Lemma 3] ) the set V contains a closed copy of M α (ω); hence, X ∈ u(M α (ω)). As above, X ∈ σ LF(M α (ω)). By Theorem 6, we have h(B(τ ) × A α (τ ), k) .
Proof. By G we denote the product B(τ ) × A α (τ ). We shall verify that the family U = {T ⊆ B(k): T ∈ σ LF(G)} coincides 
Then X is homeomorphic to h(B(ω) × A α (ω), k).
Proof. Since X is a σ -locally separable space, we have X = {X i : i ∈ ω}, where each X i is a locally separable closed subset of X . Then X i ∈ Σ 0 α (k). From Lemma 6 it follows that X ∈ σ LF(B(ω) × A α (ω)). If had embedding theorems for the sets M α (τ ) and A α (τ ) with τ > ω, we would prove theorems (similar to Theorems 16 and 18) about extended Borel sets for nonseparable ordinals α.
